Use of Natural Language Processing to Identify Significant Abnormalities for Follow-up in a Large Accumulation of Non-delivered Radiology Reports
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Abstract

Objective: A radiology information system failure affected too many radiology reports (13,601) for manual review and detection of findings requiring clinical action, and required a semi-automated screening system to find such patients in a timely manner.

Materials and methods: A novel SNOMED CT based healthcare platform was used to automatically find reports with actionable findings requiring clinical intervention. Record triage and abstraction was accomplished through a process which included data ingestion, user configuration, filter construction, and radiologist team review workflow. A lead radiologist optimised filters for American College of Radiology Category 3 actionable findings and against various exclusion criteria through a visual query construction interface and observed cohort results through a variety of graphical display renderings. A random sample of excluded reports was checked in order to confirm a statistically significant confidence level.

Results: The computer filtered subset of 2878 reports was then reviewed by a team of radiologists through a computer assisted chart abstraction process leading to 12 records for follow-up, and a single patient requiring semi-urgent imaging.

Discussion: This project used standard software that was interactively configured by the investigating radiologist to interrogate big data, rather than requiring specialised query design by non-clinical experts.

Conclusion: This project illustrates the practical application of a generic ontology based big-data healthcare analytics system to address a specific clinical challenge. Benefits included rapid processing, reduced human workload, and improved workflow.
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Introduction

A radiology information system (RIS) printer setup error resulted in delivery failure of more than 13,000 inpatient and emergency department radiology reports between 2011 and 2015. Although softcopy reports were also available online, there was no tracking available to determine if the referrer had read and signed off on these reports. This had the potential to affect thousands of patients and involve months of time for radiologists and clinicians to review and check that patient care was not compromised.

However, it also created an opportunity to trial a natural language processing system to see if it could efficiently find reports that required further investigation, compared to the manual review method.

Materials and Methods

The text analytics system used in this study was HPE Healthcare Analytics Solution (HCAS, Hewlett Packard Enterprise, Palo Alto, CA). The overall process comprised 4 phases: data ingestion from the RIS into the HCAS indices; configuration of the radiologist reviewer interface; interactive filter configuration and optimisation; and radiologist review and report tagging including review of the electronic medical record and paper clinical notes.

Data ingestion

A static data extract of patient information for the 13601 non-distributed radiology reports was created. This extract included relevant patient information (name, National Health Index (NHI) number, date of birth, date of death if stated, gender), as well as all subsequent radiology reports for each of these patients. The HCAS user interface was configured for 12 data elements (Table 1) within the extract schema and this data was ingested into HCAS. Unstructured (free-text) and semi-structured data was passed through the ontology tagging and context processing pipeline, which enabled searching for specific disease entities and their synonyms such as malignancy, carcinoma, cancer and so on, but ignoring negative statements such as “no evidence of malignancy”.

Technical description and query construction

The HPE HCAS platform accommodates structured and free-text healthcare data through underlying component big-data platform technologies, HPE IDOL and HPE Vertica. IDOL provides natural language capabilities to process unstructured text data and apply ontologies at scale. Vertica is a columnar database which stores structured data and provides sub-second query response times for...
many complex queries. HCAS uses a UIMA based text processing framework including an ontology tagger populated with Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine (SNOMED-CT) and International Classification of Diseases (ICD) mappings to annotate clinical concepts prior to negation classification. The user-interface enables visual query construction including operators, nesting, load/save, sub-query macros, and query filters including sectionization to discriminate between different sections of the clinical reports. Figure 1 shows the initial screen before the setting of filters, and Figure 2 after filters are applied.

Aggregate query results are displayed in a variety of renderings including bar-charts, heat-maps, and tables. Full Electronic Medical Record (EMR) rendering of the radiology report, as well as configurable Comma Separated Values (CSV) extracts for any number of data fields, was available for every record within the result set. In this application, the lead-radiologist built a cohort of at-risk patients through an interactively developed query which combined parametric and conceptual terms. Criteria included specific SNOMED concepts e.g. “neoplastic disease”, text-based regular expressions e.g. “contains ‘cirrh’ “, and structured parameter filters e.g. “exclude studies coded as accident-related”.

Radiologist reviewer interface configuration

After query construction, the resultant cohort was made available through the HCAS user interface so that a team of radiologists could determine follow-up status and required action, if any. HCAS included several mechanisms to facilitate this task. The system displayed all EMR radiology reports for a given patient chronologically in a single view, which meant that a minimum of user-interaction was required to access all available radiology studies for each patient. Computer-assisted chart abstraction was made possible through automatic highlighting of the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Element</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>National Health Index number</td>
<td>(NHI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date of birth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deceased flag</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referrer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visit Site e.g. Women’s Hospital</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visit type e.g. Outpatient</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examination description e.g. Ultrasound liver</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examination code e.g. D06 (for Chest radiograph single view)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examination type e.g. CT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body part e.g. Head</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Report accession number</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Report (unstructured text)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date of radiologist report verification</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Data elements.

Figure 1: Initial screen before the setting of filters.
query concepts, which allowed for rapid navigation of patient records. For example, any hits for malignancy terms could be highlighted. Figures 3 and 4 show how individual results were viewed.

Furthermore, a file-folder workflow allowed collaboration between radiology team members. The at-risk cohort to be manually vetted was evenly divided between the 4 available radiologists. Upon review, the clinician could categorize the patient record through the user interface. This enabled assessment of the abstraction task as the lead-radiologist could observe the flow of reports as they migrated from the initial queue into the various categories, such as “no further action” or “for review by clinician”.

Filter configuration and optimisation

The report database could be interactively filtered using user-defined filters, configured using standard Boolean logic and nested criteria, and searching variables including: the patient identification number, name, date of birth, date of death (if known), patient type (general, accident, pregnancy etc.), site, visit type (inpatient, outpatient, general practitioner etc.), referrer name, report verification date, examination details (body part, code, description, modality), and the report itself.

Each iteration of the filter took just a few seconds to show report totals in bar graph format. Bar graph displays themselves could be stratified according to the above variables.

However, much of the power of HCAS was its ability to set up searches using the SNOMED classification of clinical terms. The SNOMED nosology allows searching using terms in a branching tree hierarchy. All terms below that point are included in the search. For example malignancy would include carcinoma, lymphoma, metastasis and other hyponyms, and it also allows synonyms such as cancer and carcinoma (Table 2). Simple text searches were added where SNOMED terms did not provide coverage e.g. “recommend” to detect “recommended” or “recommendation” when the report recommended something to be done (Table 3).

Inclusion criteria corresponded with the American College of Radiology (ACR) Category 3 actionable imaging findings [1] i.e. findings that do not require immediate or acute treatment but may cause harm over time, such as possible malignancy, arterial stenosis or aneurysm, cirrhosis.

Acute abnormalities were not included because this task was performed 5 months after the end of the period the distribution problem occurred over. Acute abnormalities that should have healed or recovered were ignored unless raising the possibility of underlying malignancy e.g. lobar pneumonia. For similar reasons, pregnancy findings were not included unless ACR category 3 maternal findings were present i.e. findings still relevant post-delivery. Accident cases are all followed up independently by the New Zealand Accident Compensation Corporation, so these did not need inclusion.
the clinical information field of subsequent reports, indicating that the
original report had been read by the clinical team. Because reports were
also available electronically, most reports would have been read online,
with the hardcopy only used for clinical backup.

Results
The reviewed reports, which had significant findings but no
communication confirmed (848) in the RIS, were reviewed with online
medical record data such as ward discharge letters or clinic letters, and
further reduced to 71 patients requiring clinical review of the paper
clinical notes. There were 12 reports that showed potentially significant
abnormalities that had no record of being reviewed clinically. These
were subsequently reviewed by a clinical team, revealing one patient
who required semi-urgent imaging of a possible renal tumour, which
was performed 6 months after the non-distributed report and showed
slight interval growth; this patient had disseminated malignancy from
another primary and in this instance the delay in reporting did not
influence the patient outcome.

Reports from deceased patients were dealt with in a separate but
similar review process, to check that the report distribution error did
not contribute to their death.

Validation of filter
There was the potential to exclude significant findings using
this filter, so a random sample of excluded reports was checked.
Consultation with a statistician indicated that a sample size of at least
608 records was required to have a 99% confidence level that these
exclusions were adequate, assuming a confidence interval of 5%.

Radiology residents (SL, SM) then reviewed a sample and identified
any cases that were incorrectly excluded. The lead reviewer (MH)
reviewed these, modified the search criteria accordingly and increased
the sample numbers again to compensate for those removed by the
modified filter.

Radiologist review process
The filter matched 2878 undistributed reports. These were divided
up for review by a team of 4 experienced radiologists (MH, AM, VM,
RT) to assess whether findings were significant.

Each selected report and associated subsequent reports for that
patient could be reviewed on a scrolling screen page. This allowed the
reviewer to check if salient findings in the index report were seen in

Figure 3: Individual results list.
Review of deceased patients was done to determine if non-printing of the report contributed to any patient death. The original 13,601 reports were filtered using the hospital information system database of deaths as a filter input to HCAS, yielding 547 deceased patients for review using follow-up radiology clinical information and clinical data.

These reports were assessed to see if there were any significant reported findings that could have contributed to the patient’s death, and if so, had they been reviewed by the clinical team. This was confirmed either by clinical information in a follow-up imaging request or by information in the online patient record. Exclusions included no change or improving appearances for known abnormalities, and abnormalities that were not relevant to the patient’s death e.g. aortic aneurysm in a patient dying of end-stage heart failure after treatment had been withdrawn. No death was attributable to report non-distribution. See Table 4 for a summary of numbers of patients left at each process stage.

Discussion

Cai et al. [2] describes a variety of approaches by which natural language processing tools can analyse unstructured clinical text. Promising results have been demonstrated with machine learning techniques, syntactic, and semantic approaches [3,4]. Typically, analytics tools are customized for specific applications such as follow-up recommendation detection [4,5] or identification of specific clinical conditions [6,7] such as venous thromboembolism [8]. The power of this approach increases when different EMR databases are linked, such as when using both radiology and pathology reports for clinical decision support [9]. It is easy to see how analytics technology might become more widespread through more generalized applications such as reducing chart abstraction burden [10]. When this ubiquitous task is combined with a common use-case such as identifying actionable findings [11,12], broad applicability is apparent.

What sets this work apart is that in almost all research to date, the specific clinical application influenced development and configuration of the analytics tool. However, in this work, the analytics tool was developed in an environment that was completely abstracted from the clinical users. The entirety of SNOMED CT was used for annotation without regard to the intended clinical application. A flexible graphical interface permitted filter construction and displayed results in real-time, which enabled users to refine their filters interactively to achieve the accuracy desired for their specific project. And in-depth knowledge of the underlying ontology (e.g., SNOMED CT) was not required for effective system use. The authors believe that the combination of demonstrating value in specific clinical tasks while maintaining broad applicability throughout the healthcare system is important to accelerate adoption of healthcare analytics technologies.

This project illustrated the practical application to clinical practice of a big data filtering tool that used natural language processing. The total number of records scanned by radiologist eyes (including residents) was approximately 3500, amounting to about 25% of the total. Even with HCAS installation and setup time, this greatly...

Figure 4: Individual result sequential reports.
shortened the total time required to review these records. In retrospect, additional linking of report patients with their clinical EMR data would have provided further efficiencies, avoiding an additional manual step. This project took 3 months to process over 13000 reports, including setting up HCAS from scratch. Although difficult to compare, a similar recent report review exercise conducted manually took 6 months to process over 5000 reports (private communication).

The final outcome was favourable only one patient with serious issues had been overlooked clinically and required further imaging, with no significant consequences, probably due to a combination of good luck and some redundancy in the system. The online availability of reports allowed multiple members of the clinical team to access reports, making it more likely that significant issues were followed up, and many patients were followed up at planned clinic appointments that would prompt online report review.

Despite this, a number of patients had the potential to be harmed by this incident. A subsequent root cause analysis identified poor vendor and client supervision of error log files, which is why the non-printing of reports remained undetected for so long, especially as clinicians had the option of viewing the reports online. The subsequent root cause analysis report has recommended changes in how the RIS vendor handles new installations, and has recommended changing the report distribution system to a fully computerised system with closed loop report acknowledgement.
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